
Prime Minister announces ambitious
package of support to protect and
restore the world’s forests

An area of forest the size of the UK is lost every year around the world as a
result of deforestation and unsuitable farming methods. The UK is committed
to the change needed to reverse the damage already caused by the illegal
logging trade, to protect and restore the world’s mangroves and develop
programmes to bring species back from the brink of extinction.

Speaking at the UN Climate Action Summit in New York Prime Minister Boris
Johnson is announcing a bold package of support to help developing countries
to stop the destruction of their forests and end the extinction of rare
species.

The new package will:
protect forests and mangroves, which act as vital carbon sinks;
create new protected areas and restore degraded ecosystems, like
abandoned land, which was once home to forests, mangroves and other
precious habitats;
connect protected areas through ‘green corridors’ which allow
threatened species populations to mix. These are a proven way of
helping to bring species back from the brink of extinction; and
provide poor communities with sustainable alternatives to logging,
mining or unsustainable agriculture like palm oil production. This
will give them an economic incentive to protect habitats and
species.

International Development and Environment Minister Zac Goldsmith said:

Our planet’s rich biodiversity is under threat. As we destroy the
world’s forests, we drive ever more species to extinction, we erode
nature’s ability to cope with climate change and we undermine the
livelihoods of millions of people. The UK recognises that we are at
a tipping point and that action now is both urgent and essential.

Our contribution through UK aid reflects that and will help turn
the tide on the environmental crisis we face.

This package of investment includes a £100 million investment in the new
Biodiverse Landscapes Fund to slow, stop and reverse biodiversity loss in
some of the world’s most valuable habitats such as forests and mangroves,
which provide a vital defence against flooding and habitats species on the
verge of extinction.

A £30 million pledge to the Forest Governance Markets and Climate programme
will support the UK’s continued work with countries including Indonesia,
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Ghana and Liberia, to help stop deforestation by tackling illegal logging and
helping to promote the legal timber trade. This partnership will also work to
stop wildlife trafficking between China, and countries in the Mekong and
Congo Basin, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia and the Republic of
Congo through supporting government reform. It will also support greater
action by the private sector to use timber only from legal, certified
sources.

A further £9.6 million will fund the Just Rural Transition initiative to help
poor farmers in developing countries make their agricultural practices more
eco-friendly, while protecting the land that they are farming. This programme
will also protect natural water sources and forests in developing countries,
which support the growing of rice, a staple in the daily diet of 3.5 billion
people around the world.

By 2030 the destruction of the world’s important habitat and the threat of
climate change could force more than 100 million people into poverty. The UK
government’s package of investment will bring together governments,
scientists, companies and producers from around the world to change and
improve the global approach in the run up to COP26.

Notes to editors:

The funding package includes:
£100 million – UK aid from both DFID and DEFRA – to a new
Biodiverse Landscapes Fund that will help to slow, stop and reverse
biodiversity loss in some of the world’s most valuable habitats.
£30 million extension from DFID to the Forest Governance Markets
and Climate Programme to help tackle illegal logging and promote
the legal timber trade.
£9.6 million towards DFID’s Just Rural Transition initiative, which
is addressing the challenge of feeding nine billion people by 2030
while avoiding the destruction of the natural systems which support
agriculture. UK aid will help developing countries make their
agricultural practices more productive and eco-friendly.

Celebrating National Inclusion Week

Today I’ve headed down to London, to the House of Lords in fact, to join
other leaders from inclusive employers to help kick-start National Inclusion
Week.

National Inclusion Week is an annual week of workplace activities and events
that highlight the importance of inclusion across the UK. Here at BPDTS we’ve
video chats, quizzes, blogs and much more planned – and will be focussing on
topics such as data inclusivity, inclusivity in meetings and unconscious
bias. We’re also looking forward to joining other inclusive employers on
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webinars during the week

The theme for National Inclusion Week this year is #everydayinclusion – which
chimes with me both personally and professionally.

Being respected and valued for who we are
I’m sure I can’t be alone in admitting there are times during my life where I
feel others haven’t been overly welcoming or inclusive towards me. I don’t
mind sharing that on some of these occasions this has really upset me, made
me feel angry, knocked my self-esteem and in my mind prevented me from doing
as well as I could.

Equally there are other instances where someone going out of their way to
support and include me in what’s going on has made a huge positive difference
to my life.

If you know me well, you’ll also know that music is one of my passions. But
until recent years I’ve never been able to read music or play an instrument.
When I moved house seven years ago I decided that was going to change.

I tried out at the local male voice choir but wasn’t made at all welcome – no
one bothered to talk with me and I got the sense people were making fun of
me. I kept at it for around 2 months, but things weren’t getting any better
so I spoke with the Musical Conductor. He believed it was because of two
things; being a lot younger than the others and being what they call in this
part of Yorkshire, a ‘comerinerer’. Needless to say I was upset and angry and
eventually stopped going.

I then joined the local brass band, and what a completely different story.
Everyone went out of their way to welcome me, to help me to learn how to play
and supported me 100%. I felt fabulous and it encouraged me to put extra
effort into practice each week to get better.

This probably explains why, 5 years later, I now play in the senior band and
still put extra practice in whenever I can. And all because I was made to
feel valued.

Becoming naturally inclusive at BPDTS
With ‘Inclusivity’ being one of our company’s values we’re doing all we can
to create a happy, safe and healthy work environment for all of our people –
where we trust, value and respect each other and celebrate our diversity.

We want to support our people to feel they can be authentic and true to
themselves – because we believe it will help them to unlock their full
potential and be the best they can be in everything they do.

Listening to and valuing the perspectives of people from different
backgrounds is helping us create a rich tapestry of creativity where new



innovative ideas and challenging the status quo constructively is becoming
the new norm.

We’re clear where we want to get to. Our ultimate goal is to become naturally
inclusive, where respecting and celebrating one another’s diversity simply
runs deep through the veins of everything we do without thinking about it.

Take part in National Inclusion Week
National Inclusion Week provides us all with a great opportunity to think
about, learn and identify what we can do to be better human beings to one
another.

Think about a moment when you suddenly felt included in something: when was
this, what was it you felt included in, who made you feel included, what was
it that made you feel included, and how did it feel when you were? Now go
make that difference to someone.

And what then for the rest of the year? I’m reminded of a saying that goes
along the lines of ‘what we focus on will prosper, and what we don’t will
wither away’.

The call to action for leaders attending the launch event today was to reach
out to others to help them understand the opportunity which inclusion brings.
I hope I’ve gone some way towards doing this. If not, watch out for more
blogs during the week on the things we’ve already or plan to do to be
naturally inclusive here at BPDTS – #LifeatBPDTS.

Find out more about National Inclusion Week and join in activities happening
where you work.

Two benzoyl peroxide products to treat
mild acne affecting the face to go on
general sale

The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) has today
announced that 2 Acnecide products (Acnecide Face 5% w/w Gel & Acnecide Face
Wash 5% w/w Gel) will be formally reclassified from pharmacy (P) to general
sale list (GSL) medicines.

This change means people will be able to purchase these Acnecide products
without a pharmacist’s advice. Making these products more widely available
will allow people to treat mild acne affecting the face more easily.

The active ingredient of Acnecide Face Gel and Face Wash is benzoyl peroxide.
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Benzoyl peroxide has been used to treat acne since the 1960’s and works by
killing bacteria that cause acne on the skins surface.

Widening public access to medicinal products when safe to do so, provides
greater convenience and choice for the consumer. It also empowers
individuals, allowing them to take control of their own health.

This decision was made following a robust assessment of the safety of the
Acnecide products, consideration by the Commission on Human Medicines (CHM)
and a public consultation earlier this year.

Jan MacDonald, MHRA’s Group Manager for Access and Information for Medicines
and Standards (AIMS) in Vigilance and Risk Management of Medicines, said:

“The move to make Acnecide Face Gel and Acnecide Face Wash Gel more widely
accessible will make it easier for people to treat mild acne on the face.

“Wider availability of medicinal products and improved patient access and
choice remain high on the health agenda. The MHRA is committed to improving
access to medicinal products for self-care where it is safe to do so.”

NOTES TO EDITOR

The licence-holder for Acnecide Face 5% w/w Gel & Acnecide Face Wash 5%1.
w/w Gel (Galderma (UK) Limited) applied to the MHRA to make this product
available through general sales outlets.
Responses to the public consultation are discussed in the Public2.
Assessment Report (PAR) section 5; the responses to consultation are
provided at the end of the PAR.
In the UK, Acnecide 5% w/w Gel was approved as a pharmacy (P) medicine3.
in 1992 and Acnecide Wash 5% w/w Gel as a pharmacy medicine in 2002.
To be reclassified from P to GSL, it must be demonstrated that a4.
medicine meets the GSL criterion. Acnecide Face 5% w/w Gel & Acnecide
Face Wash 5% w/w Gel were assessed against the GSL criterion. Further
information on the GSL criterion and assessment of suitability of
Acnecide Face products for GSL legal status may be found in the Public
Assessment Report (PAR) section 3.
The MHRA is responsible for regulating all medicines and medical devices5.
in the UK. Underpinning all our work lies robust and evidence-based
assessments to ensure the safety, efficacy and quality of medicinal
products. The MHRA is a centre of the Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency which also includes the National Institute for
Biological Standards and Control (NIBSC) and the Clinical Practice
Research Datalink (CPRD). MHRA is an executive agency of the Department
of Health and Social Care.
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Greater flood protection for Newark
residents as project ends

140 properties and the surrounding roads and infrastructure have benefited
from an Environment Agency project in Newark.

A brand new section of flood bank, around 50 metres long, has been
constructed as part of over 450 metres of flood defence improvements by the
Agency in the area.

Whilst the new section was built from scratch, the surrounding sections were
stripped of top soil, compacted and then raised 600mm above the original
height. All sections were grass seeded with them projected to look part of
the natural environment once the grass has grown.

Flood risk from nearby watercourses has reduced from a 5% (1 in 20) risk of
flooding every year down to 1% (1 in 100) as a result of these works.

Partnership working between the Environment Agency, Urban and Civic and the
local planning authority was crucial in delivering this project and even led
to around 4,000 tonnes of embankment material being supplied for free with an
estimated cost saving of £80,000.

An additional benefit of the locally sourced free material meant that the
production of 114 tonnes of Carbon Dioxide emissions were avoided, as
material was originally going to be brought in from Rotherham.

Ashley Reeves, Project Manager at the Environment Agency said:

We are very pleased with the outcome of this project and our
relationship with the local community. They will see the benefits
of a reduced flood risk that has been built into the natural
environment.

The project will also see the planting of 40 trees to mitigate the removal of
8 semi-mature trees that needed to be removed for the work to take place.

Government encourages food exporters
to get ready for animal health
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regulations

Importers and exporters of animals and animal products are being urged to
prepare for Brexit on 31 October, as these will be subject to new
requirements if the UK leaves the EU without a deal. This would include
foodstuffs ranging from cuts of meat to cheese, as well as fish and fishery
products.

The rules would also apply to the import and export of live animals and other
consignments such as germplasm and animal by-products.

Guidance, published on GOV.UK, sets out the steps businesses will need to
take to import or export these goods, and the government is communicating
directly with these businesses and individuals to help make sure they are
Brexit ready.

Minister of State for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, George Eustice, said:

While the Government is seeking a deal with energy and
determination, we have stepped up our preparations and we will be
fully ready to leave the EU on 31 October, whatever the
circumstances.

If you or your business import or export animals or animal products
such as meat eggs or dairy, we want to help make sure you are ready
for Brexit. Our guidance is designed to clearly set out the steps
you need to take to ensure you are ready to trade after we leave
the EU.

For exports

Guidance for exporters can be found at www.gov.uk/brexit.

If the UK is granted listed status for third country exports of animals
and animal products, food exporters, in addition to meeting customs
requirements, will need to ensure:
All consignments are accompanied by Export Health Certificate (EHC)
signed by a certifier such as an Official Veterinarian or a Local
Authority Environmental Health Officer. EHCs can be downloaded at
https://www.gov.uk/get-ehc
All consignments travel via a Border Inspection Post (BIP). A list of
current BIPs is found here
All consignments comply with food labelling requirements which are
detailed at https://www.gov.uk/brexit-food-labelling
Additional paperwork is required for exporters of fishery products to
ensure fish has been caught legally. Further guidance for fish exporters
can be found at https://www.gov.uk/brexit-export-fish

End to end journey maps, available to read here, clearly set out the all the
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steps exporters will need to take.

The Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA) has, today, also issued technical
guidance to local government Certifying Officers for a new risk based
approach for EHC inspections for fish. This will help reduce the amount of
time involved per EHC application for fish exports.

For imports

While imports of animals and animal products can continue after Brexit, the
way that notifications are raised is also changing. Businesses importing
certain goods from outside the EU will need to use a new system called IPAFFS
to notify authorities of their imports.

This will be instead of the EU’s TRACES system currently used by businesses.
977 registered users have already signed up for IPAFFS which have undergone a
series of improvements during 2019. Users are encouraged to register for
IPAFFS from the 30th September, when guidance and user support will be
available.

The UK has asked the EU for continued access to TRACES for imports from the
EU for a limited time, but importers would still need to notify APHA.
However, should that not be granted, businesses importing these consignments
from the EU will need to notify authorities using a different process.
Details on the import process are available here on GOV.UK.
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